StoryFutures Creative Cluster
External links for news, support, and funding opportunities for businesses
affected by Covid-19.
We're continuing to support companies during the Covid-19 pandemic. We
are actively compiling this list from external sources and partners relevant to
the companies in our creative cluster during this time. If you know of any
other opportunities we should highlight, please drop us a line at
storyfutures@rhul.ac.uk

Capital Enterprise
Help and support to guide you through Covid-19. Fundraising during the
Coronavirus Crisis.
Link
Creative XR
An acceleration programme that has been designed to allow the best
creative teams to develop concepts and prototypes of immersive content
using virtual, augmented and mixed reality technologies. Up to £20,000
funding for projects.
Link
Digital Catapult
Technology business support and updates during COVID-19.
Link

Enterprise Nation
How businesses can access the support outlined in the government’s 2020
Budget and other announcements for dealing with the impact of coronavirus.
Link
Immerse UK Live Funding Opportunities
Immerse UK connects you to content, applications, services and solution
providers, along with buyers and customers of immersive tech in the UK.A
list of the latest funding opportunities relevant to companies working in
immersive.
Link
Startups of London
Startups of London are interviewing with key people of the startup
ecosystem to ask them about their challenges and survival strategies in this
hard time.
Link
Tech Nation
Vital new funds targeted at innovation to be released by the Treasury.
Information on Liquidity, Tax, Employees, Self-Employment support and
more.
Link
The Accelerator Network
The Accelerator Network offers growth and investment support to startups
and scaleups at all life cycle stages. TAN’s Coronavirus hub compiles links
from the tech startup ecosystem:
Link to TAN’s website
Link to TAN’s Coronavirus resources

UKIE: The UK’s Games Body

Wiki Coronavirus Resources for the games industry. Ukiepedia is temporarily
collating a range of games industry relevant resources, support and other
content in relation to the outbreak.
Link
UKRI Coronavirus Hub
The UKRI Coronavirus Hub gives you the latest information on the vital work
of UKRI and our community in response to the crisis, what grants and
awards we have made, and our continuing call to fund your ideas to limit the
outbreak and protect life. 80% of the full economic cost (fEC).
Link
UK Business Angels Association
What is the Future Fund and how will it affect our community?
Link
This list contains links to other websites which are not under the control of
StoryFutures. We have no control over the nature, content and availability of
these sites. The inclusion of any links does not necessarily imply a
recommendation or endorse the views expressed within them.

